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Home Community Games TESV: Skyrim Percus Maximus Installation Guide? Home Community Games TESV: Skyrim Percus Maximus Installation Guide? This article needs to be cleaned up! This article probably does not fit the style of the guidelines and therefore needs some work. To improve this article, you need to work out a general
cleanup. Perkus Maximus, commonly called PerMa, is a gameplay overhaul mod for The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. He succeeds at Skyrim Redone and dramatically improves the mechanics and harvesting of trees presented by SkyRe. Perkus Maximus contains three main modules - called Warrior, Thief and Mage, as well as an optional
(but highly recommended) supplement entitled Wintermyst Enchantments, which improves the crafting features added by the Maga section. Perkus Maximus uses the SkyProc patcher to integrate into the game, and doesn't work properly without using a patch - so you need a recent version of Java to be installed on your computer. The
contents of Perkus Maximus Mage Perks Edit Perkus Maximus are a refactory list of spells and magical tree skills to not only provide variety but differentiate spells - low and high-level spells must have their application throughout the playing period. Each school of magic now also contains epic Focus perks that are mutually exclusive in all
trees - only one can be selected by any character. Change Edit (0) Research: Rookie Change - Grants Random Beginner Level Changing Spell. All spells change are 15% cheaper and last 15% longer. There are no prerequisites. (20) Research: Apprentice Change - Grants Random Pupil Level Changing Spell. Each incoming hit restores
3% of Magicka. Required (0) Research: Rookie Change. (40) Research: Adept Change - Grants Random Adept Level Changing Spell. Each known spell of Mag Armor increases the armor by 25 per cent permanently. Required (20) Research: Apprentice Changes. (65) Research: Expert Change - Provides Random Expert Level Change
Spell. Each known Kinetic and Shift spell increases the speed of attack and movement by 2% continuously. Requires (40) Research: Adept Changes. (90) Research: Master Change - Provides a Random Master Level Changing Spell. Unlocks Alteration's focus benefits. All spells that usually occupy both hands now occupy only one hand.
Requires (65) Research: Expert Change. (100) Architect of Magic - 1/2 - Does Nothing. 2/2 - Opens the second Perk Focus. Requires (90) research: Master of Change. (25) Mage's Toolbox - Utility spells, such as light spells or spell detection, are 50% cheaper to throw. Required (0) Rookie Change. (25/45) Spellweaver - 1/2 - All spells
from all magic schools are 5% cheaper to throw. 2/2 All spells from all magic schools are 10% cheaper to throw. Required (20) Research: Apprentice Changes. (40) Spellbinder - Provides togglable ability ability While Spellbinder is active, swinging the right hand weapon will automatically throw a spell fitted in your left hand, as long as you
have Magicka needed to do so. Requires (25) Spellweaver. (30/50) Mag Armor - 1/2 - Although not wearing regular chest armor, Armor spells 50% stronger. 2/2 - Although not wearing regular chest armor, Armor spells 100% stronger. Required (20) Research: Apprentice Changes. (60) Second skin - 'Armor' Spells are 10% stronger.
Unlocks secondary effects for 'Armor' until the charmer wears regular armor. Requires (30) Magician Armor. (30) Mindforge - 'Improving Arms' spells last twice as long. Required (20) Research: Apprentice Changes. (60) Mindcutter - 'Improving weapons' spell effects now calculate target armor at 100% instead of 150%. Requires (30)
Mindforge. (45) Sacrificial Casting - Provides a Switching Ability To Sacrificial Casting. While active, Sacrificial casting divides any spell costs evenly between Magicka and health, and reduces the amount of healing spells and useful potions by 90%. Requires (40) Research: Adept Changes. (65) Lifelink - Provides a Lifelink spell. Lifelink
can only be cast while The Sacrificial Casting is active, and needs a goal that is either caused by a being or a living follower. It causes up to 50 damage to the target and heals the health of the caster twice as much damage. Lifelink is independent of sacrificial casting. Requires (45) sacrificial casting, obviously. (85) Flesh to Power - When
you disable 'Sacrifice Casting', everyone within a 30' radius is paralyzed for 4 seconds and you absorb 5 health per second from all affected within 8 seconds. Requires (65) Lifelink. (45/75) Blink - 1/2 - 'Shift' spells have 50% best range. 2/2 - 'Shift' spells have 100% best range. Requires (40) Research: Adept Changes. (50) Kinetic crush -
Kinetic spells can be double to double their strength. Kinetic spells do their power as unblockable damage. Requires (40) Research: Adept Changes. (80/95) Chronokinesis - 1/2 - Shift and successful kinetic spells slow down time by 30% for 3 seconds. 2/2 - 'Shift' and successful 'Kinetic' spells slow down time by 50% within 4 seconds.
Requires (45) Blink or (50) Kinetic crush. (95) Focus: Spherebender - Cooling on Shift and Kinetic Spells decreases by 50%. Provides a Kinetic Shift spell that combines the properties of the Kinetic and Shift branches, teleportation of the caster, and the pushing or pulling of anyone who stands in the starting range or the end of
teleportation points. This spell has a 20-second cooling that is not associated with Shift or Kinetic cooling timers. Required Research: Master of Change and (80) Chronokinesis. (95) Focus: Creator - Provides a 'Prism Spell' spell that creates a spell prism that reacts to react to additional spells oriented towards him. Requires (90)
Research: Master Changes and (85) Flesh to Power or (60) Mindcutter or (60) Second Skin. Spell Edit (0) Insights: Rookie Spell - Grants Random Beginner Level Spell Spell. All spell spell spells are 20% cheaper. No preconditions. (20) Insights: Apprentice Spell - Grants random pupil level spell spells. Spell spells last 20% longer. A
related weapon causes x% more damage where x CONJURATION_SKILL 0.5. (40) Research: Adepence - Grants of Random Adept Level Spell Spells. When caused creatures kill someone, get 10% of your maximum Magicka base back. Resuscitated zombies are not considered called, except for Dragra raised by Mark Of The Breakup.
Skeletons count though. (65) Research: Expert Spell - Grants of Random Expert Level Spell Spell. While below 50% health, the call limit is growing by 1, and call-related weapons are free. (90) Research: Master of Witchcraft - Grants of random master-level spell of witchcraft. Unlocks the focus of witchcraft privilege. As long as at least
one summoned creature is alive, take 10% less damage from spells and weapons. Makes only a trigger for the creatures that you actually call, so it doesn't cover skeletons. (35) Advanced Invocation - Increases the range for spell call by 150% (50) Ancient Rites - Increases the call limit for zombies and Daedra by 1. (15/40) Harvest - 1/2 -
Enter the mode furtively and activate the humanoid carcass for selection to collect bones and ingredients. Choosing the Harvest option will automatically add all the collected items to the target inventory and forcibly open it. Once the inventory is closed, the body will disappear. 2/2 - Changes the amount of flesh collected and increases the
likelihood that all items will be found on the collected corpse. (25/45/65) Bone Mastery - 1/3 - Gives a Spell Spell Skeleton. This spell opens a dialogue window that allows you to select a skeletal minion to call. With the first rank of bone craftsmanship, only skeleton warriors are selected. Calling a skeletal warrior will remove a full set of
collected bones and an empty soul pearl of general or lower quality from your inventory. Skeleton Warrior is a constant follower as a creature at 85% of your level, which is not considered to be to the regular call limit. He's attacking with melee weapons. If you don't have the necessary components, the spell will fail. 2/3 - Adds skeleton
archer option to Call Skeleton. Skeleton Archer is a constant follower as a creature at 85% of your level, which is not considered to be to the regular call limit. He attacks with a bow and arrow. If you don't have the necessary components, the spell will fail. - Adds the Skeleton Mage option to Call a Skeleton. Skeleton Magician is a
permanent follwer-like creature at 85% of your level, which is not considered to be considered to call the limit. He attacks with frosty spells. If you don't have the necessary components, the spell will fail. (40) Bone Preservation - The chance of getting each bone back through the release of the skeleton (see Old Languages) grows to 70%.
(90) Great Bone Skill - Adds Skeleton Magician Lord, Skeleton Warrior Lord and Skeleton Archer Lord variants of The Skeleton Spell. Each of these spells removes a complete set of collected bones and one empty soul pearl of greater or higher quality from your inventory. They also consume either the Summon Skeleton Archer Overlord,
the Summon Skeleton Warrior Overlord, or the Summon Skeleton Mage Overlord. After the call, the skeleton overlord will destroy any other skeleton caused by the skeleton you have under control, and get 100 health points, Magicka and Stamina for each skeleton destroyed. This effect also destroys other skeleton overlords, so that only
one can exist at any time. The spell will fail if there is less than one skeleton destroyed by this effect, or if you do not have any of the necessary ingredients. The skeleton called The Overlord is large and 110% of your own level. (50) Old Languages - Grants of Lesser Power Call Undead, which collects all controlled zombies and skeletons
around the player. Provides access to the stocks of your undead henchmen after they are activated. Provides the opportunity to release skeletons created with the Bone Mastery series of perks to bring back the soul of gems and bones. For every bone used to assemble a minion skeleton, there is a 30% chance of getting it back after the
skeleton is released. In addition, one also gets an empty small soul gem. (45) Gravebound - Resuscitation spells that require the target to be at a lower level than you are currently working on goals at your level. (75) Recurring Nightmare - Gives a Spell Repeating Nightmare - Recreation. When squatting, activate the humanoid carcass for
the Store Essence option. Store Essence destroys and remembers the target body; only one body can be stored at any time. If a new body is kept, the old one is forgotten about the Recurring Nightmare. Recurring nightmare - Recreation must be thrown on the carcass of a humanoid and turns it into a copy of the stored body; The copy
does not include an inventory of the original bodies. (20) Elementary potency - Daedra call spells can be double cast to extend their duration. Called Daedra scale with your level without a ceiling. Without this shake, Percus Maximus caps summoned Daedra to level 5. (40) Oblivion Binding - Adds a soul trap, turn the undead and banish
effects for all related weapons (50/65) Chaotic binding - 1/2 - Related weapons absorb 2 health points per second for 5 seconds. 2/2 - The weapon also absorbs 2 points of Stamina and Magik per second for 5 seconds. (30/50) Recovery - Activate called Daedra to get Reclaim Reclaim Choosing this option will banish the essence and
restore some of your Magicka. The number of Magicka depends on the type of creature you sent back. 2/2 - Choice Reclaim additionally restores health, depending on the type of creature you sent back. Health restored thus equal to 50% of the value of Magicka. Daedric Shell (45) 1- Choice Reclaim extra grants have a positive effect
within 20 seconds, depending on the creature you sent back; Dremora provides 100 armor, while Atronachs provides 20 points of corresponding elementary resistance. (60) Promise of Power - When calling Dremore without a human heart to sacrifice, the damage to health you accept is reduced to 35%. Without this enthralling, Dremora
will either consume the human heart from your inventory, or deal you with damage equal to 70% of your maximum health. (40) Elementary Fury - Atronachs you call to take 20% less damage from other types of elementary damage, and deal 25% more damage with their main type of damage. (60) Synergetic Link - When you call atronach,
you get 20% positive damage to the appropriate type of elementary damage within 20 seconds. It doesn't stack up with you. (75) Covenant - Daedra call spells last 25% longer and 15% cheaper to quit. (95) Focus: The Gatekeeper - Provides a spell of the Gate of Oblivion, which, well, remember the Great Gate of Oblivion set of battles
from TES:IV? Now you are the one who turns the gate loose on unsuspecting enemies. Random atronahs will appear from the gate, once every four seconds, for a total of forty seconds. These Daedra are not considered your agenda, and will act on their own. Casting this spell is considered a pretty serious crime. (95) Focus: Necromage
- Increases the duration and size of the spell against the undead. Provides a spell of Seven Souls. Seven souls randomly selects seven carcasses from the list, including the victims, sorcerers, vampires, bounty hunters, soldiers, bandits, alik'r, thieves, assassins, and swearing, collects them in a circle around you, and revives them all at
once. The spell works by temporarily raising the call limit. Calling and picking up zombies while these corpses are still walking will interfere with them. The zombies generated by the Seven Souls are at half your level. Destroy Edit (0) Research: Rookie Destruction - Grants Random Beginner Level Destruction Spell. All destruction spells
are 15% cheaper and stronger (20) Research: The Apprentice of Destruction - Provides a random level of pupil destruction spell. When you cast a second destruction spell within 3 seconds of the last one, the second spell is 15% stronger. Not a stack, but can be chained. (40) Research: Adept Destruction - Grants Random Adept Level
Destruction All areas of impact of the destruction of spells have their area increased by 30%. (65) Research: Destroying Experts - Provides Random Expert-level Destruction Spell. The spells of the cloak increase the strength of the associated element (s) by 15%. (90) (90) Master Of Destruction - Provides a random master-level
Destruction spell. Unlocks Destruction's focus privileges. Casting a spell with a Magicka base cost 100 or more three times the power of the next spell of destruction. () Ambitious Methods - Increases all damage spell destruction by 10% and an additional 1% to 4 skill levels. (50/80) Geomantia - 1/2 Increases the maximum count of perkus
Maximus default from 2 to 3 and increases the maximum range of lean casts by 100%. 2/2- Increases the maximum number of runs to 4 and the maximum range is 200%. (25/55) Defiant Concentration - 1/2 - Although below 20% Magicka, all fire, frost and shock spells are 70% weaker and 80% cheaper to throw. 2/2 - Although below 20%
Magicka, all fire, frost and shock spells are 70% weaker and 95% cheaper to quit. Sigil of Flame - All fiery spells reduce the target armor rating by 5 seconds. Cradle of Fire - Fire spells can be double to increase their size. Once on the enemy, the double throw of the fire spell disarms on the blow. Sigil Ice - Frost spells a case of 1/3 of their
size as additional physical damage. Untouched Frosts - Frost spells can be double to increase their magnitude. Against opponents with at least 40% frost resistance, frost spells deal 2/3 of their magnitude as additional physical damage. Sigil of Thunder - Strike spells cause 10% of the cost of the target armor as additional damage. This
damage cannot be resisted. Original Thunder - Shock spells can be double to increase their size. A double drop of shock spells paralyzes the target within 3 seconds, once on target. Fire - If a target dies in a spell fire, it explodes by 20 lights per second for two seconds within a 15-foot radius. Pyromanther Contract - Fire spells grow 2%
stronger for every twist associated with frost or shock magic you haven't invested in. Raging Inferno - Rocket fire spells are 35% weaker, but generate a second rocket. Arcane Conduit - Increases Magicka's shock spells of damage by 50%. Electromancer's Contract - Shock spells grow 2% stronger for every twist associated with frost or
fire magic you haven't invested in. Battery - Every shock spell you've set up increases Magicka's regeneration by 30% and speed by 10%. Absolute zero - Casting a frost spell causes a small explosion of frost around the speller, which causes 10 points of frost damage to health and endurance within a radius of ten feet. Cryomanter's
contract - Frost spells grow 2% stronger for every ups and tear associated with fire or shock magic, in which you don't invest. Chill of Death - All frost spells are applied by 25% endurance damage and pass it on to the caster. Focus: Elementary - Frosty spells reduce target impact stability by 30% within 5 seconds. Shock spells reduce
target fire by 30% within 5 seconds. Fire spells reduce the freezingness of the target by 30% within 5 seconds. This effect is not stacked. Provides Provides Heaven. Heavenlapse causes fire, frost and shock spells rain from the sky in a circle around the charmer. Each projectile causes 40 damage to its element. Focus: Siege of the
Magician - Provides a switchable ability to Siege Mode. While active, siege mode causes the caster to move slowly as if overloaded, and increases all the magnitudes of the spell of destruction to the factor characteristic of the remaining Magicka percentage. The spell cast from the full Magicka is twice as strong as the spell cast from the
empty Magicka pool. Scale linearly. In addition, spells cast from siege mode that have special effects when double casts cause these special effects, even when cast with one hand. Siege mode must be active for at least ten seconds before it can be turned off. Adorable Edit (0/50) Charms you create x% stronger where x (0.5
ENCHANTING_SKILL). Caps at 25% (skill level 50). - The charms you create are x% stronger where x (0.5 ENCHANTING_SKILL). Caps at 50% (skill level 100). (15) Basic Scripture - You can use a charm pen from your inventory to create certain scrolls of beginners and disciples level spells. Creating a scroll requires ink and paper rolls.
Opens the recipe of quil enchanter. All charms are 4% stronger. Charchaner's quil can be made in a forge with 1 quil, 1 empty total pearl of the soul and 2 silver bars. (30) Advanced Scripture - Can use a pen from your inventory to create certain Adept-level spells. All charms are 4% stronger. (45) Develop Scripture - You can use a pen
from your inventory to create certain spell-level scrolls. All charms are 4% stronger. Creating a scroll requires ink and paper rolls. (70) Scripture Sage - You can use a pen from your inventory to create certain Master-level spells. All charms are 4% stronger. Creating a scroll requires ink and paper rolls. (40) (X) Split Enchant - Provides a
Switching Ability split Enchant. While active, you can put two enchantments on one weapon, and all the charms are 40% weaker. All charms are 4% stronger. (25/50) Soul Siphon - 1/2 - Killing a non-humanoid enemy automatically traps 10% of his soul and recharges the killer's weapon with him. All charms are 4% stronger. 2/2- Killing any
enemy automatically traps 15% of your soul and recharges the killer's weapon with it. All the charms are still 4% stronger. (40) Soul Squeezer - Soul gems refill arms 50% better. All charms are 4% stronger. (25) Arkana Archery - Grants switched abilities of Arcan archery - Great Fireball, Arkana Archery - Thunderstrike and Arkana Archery
- Winter Breath. Only one of them can be active at any given time. All charms are 4% stronger. When onions and releasing fully drawn shots, these abilities simultaneously cause spells to radiate Archer, as long as the archer has at least 50% Magicka left. These spells do not follow the parabolic trajectories of the spell, which can make it
difficult to hit the target with an arrow and spell for one shot. Each spell consumes 30 Magicka. Great Fireball strikes 30 fire-trons, Thunderstrike inflicts 20 shocks within a 20-foot radius, and Winter's Breath strikes 20 frost strokes, as well as 30% debaff speed in 3 seconds. Arched archery has its magnitude increased by anything that
increases the amount of destruction of spells, but does not get secondary effects from breaking the benefit. (40.60.80) Echanted quiver - 1/3 - Arkana archery spells can be used as long as the user has at least 40% Magicka left. Each Arcane Archery spell consumes 27 Magicka, and all enchantments are 4% stronger. 2/3 - Arcane
Archery spells can be used as long as the user has at least 30% Magicka left. Each Arkanova Archery spell consumes 24 Magicka, and all the enchantments are still 4% stronger. 3/3 - Arcane Archery spells can be used as long as the user has at least 20% Magicka left. Each Arcane Archery spell consumes 21 Magicka, and all the
enchantments are still 4% stronger. (40) Staffaire - Opens craft recipes for poles. Staves need you to already know the spell you want on the staff and bring empty staff to the relevant school and spell the volume of the appropriate spell on one of the Staff Enchanter tables, which Perkus Maximus adds around Skyrim, often sharing a room
with the existing Arcane Enchanter. All charms are 4% stronger. (50/70) Channeler - 1/2 - While the staff charge is below 50%, it is restored by 5 every 5 seconds automatically. All charms are 4% stronger. 2/2 - While the staff charge is below 50%, it is restored by 10 every 5 seconds automatically. All the charms are still 4% stronger. (35)
Animated Weapon - Provides less power To the animated weapon. All charms are 4% stronger. Anim weapon causes your now equipped right hand melee weapon to attack and move yourself for 15 seconds. He is invincible and has no combat privileges or the like. As soon as the timer is up, the weapon returns to the inventory. Does it
work with two hands of melee weapons. If the weapon is an artifact, this ability will replenish it. If not, this ability will clear the enchantment and restore 10% of the enchantments lost as Magicka. (60) Battle Charmer - If you have multiple weapons or weapons and a shield equipped, liven up both. The animated weapon lasts 25 seconds. All
charms are 4% stronger. Spell Surge (75/90) - 1/2 - If you have both a spell and an enchanted weapon equipped with simultaneous, the charge increases and the magnitude of the spell is 1.1 times where x (1 (WEAPON_CHARGE-0.01)), a maximum of 1.1 per charge 1000. All charms are 4% stronger. 2/2 - If you are you both a spell and
an enchanted weapon equipped with a simultaneous charge increases the duration and size of the spell by 1.15 times, where x (WEAPON_CHARGE-0.01)) to a maximum of 1.15 per charge of 1500. All the charms are still 4% stronger. (95) (X) Focus: Great Infusion - Grants points Dragon Sigil - Armor and Dragon Sigil - weapons, and
provides less power to the Great Infusion. All charms are 10% stronger. Great Infusion consumes the dragon soul when used, and is considered active for 10 minutes thereafter. Disenchant items to learn Dragon's Roar and Dragon Wings enchantment. Dragons Roar can be applied to weapons and adds 10 lights, frost and percussion
damage each, as well as 50 armor reduction points and 20% of the magical resistance of reducing each within 5 seconds. Dragon wings can be applied to armor and increases the armor rating by 40, magic resistance by 10%, and speed of movement and attack by 4%. Both the Dragon Roar and the Dragon Wings can only be used for
armor and weapons, while the Great Infusion is active. Illusion Edit Research: Rookie Illusion 1- Grants Random Beginner Level Illusion Spell. All Illusion spells are 20% cheaper. Research: Apprentice Illusion 1- Grants Random Pupil Level Illusion Spell. For every impact spell you know, get a 3% chance of ignoring all incoming melee
damage. Appropriate spells: Calm, Fear, Rage, Madness Run, Anarchy. The stacks are multiplayer. Research: Adept Illusion 1- Grants Random Adept Level Illusion Spell. For every impact spell you know, get a 3% chance of ignoring all incoming damage spells of destruction. Appropriate spells: Calm, Fear, Rage, Madness Run, Anarchy.
The stacks are multiplayer. Research: Expert Illusion 1- Grants Random Expert Level Illusion Spell. The critical odds of hitting anyone affected by spells of influence or phantom debaffs are rising by 30%. The power of the spell of destruction against any influence of spells or phantom debuffs increases by 15%. Research: Master Illusion 1-
Grants Random Master-Level Illusion Spell. Opens the illusion of focus perks. Casting a spell with a base cost of 100 or higher makes you ethereal for 5 seconds. In-depth analysis of 1- Spell Insight can be a double cast to affect the undead, machines and daedra, and displays the exact difference in the target as well as its resistance.
Unknown Horror 1- Spell of Fear can be a double cast affect the undead, machines and daedra, and lasts 30% longer. The debilitating terror of 1 Spell Fear absorbs a small amount of stamina and magicka while active. Invigorate 1- Illusion buffs last 30% longer and can be a double cast to affect Daedra, the undead and the machine.
Transcendental mantle 1- In addition to any Effect, lovers of illusions increase the health and endurance of the goal. The soothing voice of 1- Spell Of Calm can be a double cast to affect the undead, machines and daedra, and lasts 30% longer. Longer. 1- The Calm spell absorbs a small amount of health while active. Furious Heart 1 Spell
Fury can be a double cast to affect the undead, machines and daedra, and lasts 30% longer. The manic splash of 1-Spell Fury further increases the damage from the melee weapon and the speed of movement of his target. Silent casting 1- Spells are silent to quit and 30% more expensive while sneaking. Echo Hallucinations 1- Increases
the maximum number of phantoms by 1 - Perkus Maximus calculates Called Phantoms separate from the normal agenda. Can double cast phantom spells to create two phantoms with one spell. The diminishing presence of 1- After calling the phantom, the charmer becomes quiet and invisible within 7 seconds. Doesn't affect the casting
spell of sound though; Just movement. Retribution Echo 1- The Enemy That Kills phantom suffers from -30% magical resistance for 15 seconds. 2- The enemy that kills the phantom suffers from -30% magic resistance and -200 armor within 15 seconds. Ship 1- Spells that usually require a phantom as a target now work for everyone
affected by fear, rage or tranquility as well. Phantom Host 1- For every living phantom, you deal with 4% more damage to weapons, take 4% less damage from weapons, and the illusion of spells 4% cheaper to throw. Hats for 5 phantoms. Recursive madness 1- When casting a phantom spell on a target under the influence of Fear, Rage
or Tranquility, an additional phantom appears. Focus: Minddweller 1- Fear, Fury and Calm at 25% cheaper toss. Provides a spell of Loss of Hope. Lose Hope instantly kills a target under the influence of fear, rage or calmness if it has a lower level than a charmer. Focus: Puppetmaster 1 increases the maximum number of phantoms by 2.
Gives a spell to the Ghost Army. The Ghost Army is the only phantom spell that does not need to strike at the enemy. It is a caster-center and generates as many phantom warriors as your phantom stake allows. Thus, if the maximum phantom count is 5, and you have one phantom, four phantoms will be generated. Recovery Edit
Research: Rookie Recovery (0) - Grants Random Beginner Level Recovery Spell. All recovery spells are 20% cheaper. Research: Apprentice Recovery (30) - Grants Random Pupil Level Recovery Spell. Standing still reduces the cost of the ward spell by 30%. Whenever the parish absorbs the spell, standing still, restore 10 Magicka
instantly. Research: Adept Recovery (40) - Grants random adept level Recovery spell. While in combat, each hostile undead within a 15 foot radius gives 5% magical resistance and 30 armor. Research: Expert Recovery - Grants of random expert level Restoration spell. Casting any nonconla concentration spell from any school restores
10 health instantly. This effect is not scalable. Research: Master Restoration (90) - Grants of Random Master-Level Restoration Spell. Unlocks the focus of restoration benefits. Casting spells with a base cost of 100 or higher increases Magicka's regeneration by 100% to 1 1 He doesn't fit in with him. Cleaning (30) - Effects that require
Chastise to be active on target, and which need a certain percent health to cause their strong effect have their trigger threshold increased by 20%. For example, Prgatory will instantly kill and blow up the target at 60% health or lower, not 40% or lower. Regrowth (20) - Healing spells are 25% stronger and there may be a double throw to
further increase their magnitude. Respite (55) - Healing spells additionally restore Stamina at 50% of their magnitude. Auramancer (30/50) - 1/2 - Aura range increases by 35% 2/2- Aura range increases by 70% life and death (50/80) - 1/2 - In addition to any other scaling bonuses, damaging auras get x% stronger where x your level of
recovery skills. 2/2- In addition to any other scaling bonuses, damaging auras get x% stronger where x your level of recovery skills and your level of skill destruction combined. Ward Defle (30/45) - 1/2 - Having the ward spell up, take 20% less damage from various weapons attacks. Makes Spell Ward grant 50 armor while equipped and
another 50 during use. 2/2- Having the chamber spell up, take 35% less damage from various weapons attacks. Makes spell ward grant 75 armor while equipped and another 75 during use, and opens lock time for Ward Spell. Ward Absorb (50) 1- Blocking a spell with the arrival will restore your Magicka to 20% of all Magicka that gets
into them. Allows Spell Ward to absorb the screams properly. Carrier (45/65) 1- Plague spread range increases from about 10 feet to about 20 feet. Plagues can be double cast for a 50% increase in range spread. Take 5% less damage from enemies affected by the plague. 2- The range of plague spread increases from about 20 feet to
about 30 feet. Plagues can be double cast for a 50% increase in range spread. Take 10% less damage from enemies affected by the plague. Plaguelord (50/80) 1- Plagues will try to infect a new target once every 2 seconds, not every 3 seconds. (B) 2- Plagues will try to infect a new target once a second. (*) The plagues spread from the
original target to the neighboring targets. They do not extend from secondary purposes. Plagues will not re-heal the original target. Maledication (50/75) 1-radius of curse spread grows from about 10 feet to about 20 feet. Curses will try to find a new target twice if the old target dies while the curse is active. (C) The 2nd Curse spread radius
from about 20 feet to about 30 feet. Curses will try to find a new target three times if the old target dies while the curse is active. (*) When an old target dies, the curse is accidental selects a new target within the distribution radius. If the target fulfills several conditions (not the player who has a basic actor, not NONE), the curse jumps. If
this check fails, the curse will either try again or stop the maximum number of attempts Tortured Soul (70) 1- Spells that are usually limited to undead goals are now also working on targets affected by curses. Meditation (70/80) 1- While your health is below 40%, recovery spells are 15% cheaper to quit. While your health is below 20%,
this bonus increases to 25%. 2- While your health is below 40%, Recovery spells are 25% cheaper to quit. While your health is below 20%, this bonus increases to 35%. Defy Death (95) 1- If your health falls below 50%, health regeneration increases by 50%. If your health falls below 25%, this bonus increases to 100%. Once a day,
dropping below 10% Health makes you automatically recover 250 health. Focus: Idol (95) 1- Healing spells are 20% stronger. Auras can switch freely. Removes the debaffs of Health and Stamina from the aura. Provides the Aura spell - The glitter aspect. Aura - Glitter Aspect is the only aura that affects both enemies and allies. Allies
inflict 15% more damage with destruction spells and any weapons, while enemies do 15% less damage with destruction spells and any weapons. Focus: Defiler (95) 1- Deal 10% more weapons damage from targets affected by curses or plague. Curses and plagues are 25% cheaper to quit. Provides a spell of the Curse of binding. The
curse of binding is a curse that can only affect enemies who are already suffering from the plague. As long as the goal affected by the Curse of the tying is alive, the caster of this spell is immune to any damage, but any spell cast is 50% more expensive. Perkus Maximus Thief Edit Perkus Maximus refactors thief gameplay and whipping
progression to be both more interesting and less gamebreaking. Among other factors, it alters the chance of detection based on the detection of the face of the helmet or its absence - a full steering plate that the guard can wear will cut off some of his peripheral vision. Alchemy Edit Dexterity Edit Ranged Weapons Edit Sneak Edit
Speechcraft Edit Wayfarer Edit Wayfarer Edith Percus Maximus Warrior Edit Percus Maximus Refactors Warrior Gameplay to add tactical depth to the battle. It adds fist arms, spell locks, and a set of reeling and bleeding debuffs in battle. Block Edit Heavy Armor Edit Heavy Weapon Edit Light Armor Edit Light Weapon Edit Smith Editing
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